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Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Matched Pair of JJ 6L6 GC Replacement Valves / Tubes -
New in Box:Here we have a matched pair of JJ 6L6 GC
replacement valves / tubes, new in box. Ideal for Mesa
Boogie, Engl, Bogner, Fender and many more valve / tube
preamps, pedals and amplifiers.Manufacturer&#39;s
Description:The JJ 6L6GC is a high quality 6L6 valve for both
guitar and hi-fi amplifiers. It is open and articulate and has a
great tone with sparkling highs, warm mids, and controlled
bass response.Platinum Matched &amp; Tested:All our
power-amp valves are burned in under load on our burn-in
racks for at least 24 hours. The filaments are powered and
voltage is also applied to the plate to simulate real use. The
reason we do this is get rid of any faulty or weak valves and
as a pre-grading process to allow the plate/grid mechanism to
relax into it&#39;s rest position. Tiny differences in
construction make for enormous differences in electrical
characteristics, and thus if a valve is graded after it&#39;s
been burned in then the measured characteristics hold true
over its lifespan to a greater extent.This seems simple but
it&#39;s amazing how many vendors ignore it. It&#39;s the
reason so many people complain about poorly graded
valves.The Power amp valves are Platinum Matched &amp;
Tested with state of the art digital and analogue measuring
equipment for:• Current (ma)• Transconductance (gm)•
Emission Quality• Grid Leakage• Shorts

Price : £54.95

View product

View website

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 07 December, 2017
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